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Introduction 

A better underetanding of the genetic events that occur during mammaiy tumor development 
will help to diagnose, treat, and prevent breast cancer. Mutations in APC/Apc (adenomatom polyposis 
coli) predispose both humans and mice to multiple polyps of the colon and small intestine. Min/+ 
mice carry a mutation at Ape and are genetically predisposed to developing spontaneous intestinal and 
mammary tumors. However, the Min mutetion alone is not the only factor affecting tumor 
development The genetic background on which Min is carried alters the risk to developing tumors. 
On a C57BL/6J (B6) b^kground, Min/+ mice develop spontaneous mammaiy tumors at a 5% rate. 
When injected with ENU (ethylnitrosourea), a direct alkylating agent, over 80% of B6 Min/+ female 
mice develop mammaiy tumors. Wild type B6 animals do not develop mammaiy tumors when 
injected with ENU. Hybrid (129/SvJ x B6) Fl mice that carry the Min mutation are resistant to 
mammaiy tumor development aiter ENU injection. Because we had a sensitive and resistant strain, 
indicating the significance of genetic background, we produced backcross mice in order to map the' 
modifier loci causing resistance in the (129/SvJ x B6) mice. B6 x (129/SvJ x B6) Min/+ backcross 
female mice were treated with ENU and followed for mammary tumor development. In the Min/+ 
backcross progeny, 25% of the mice had no tumors, 25% had 4 or more tumors, and the remaining had 
an intermediate tumor number. This indicates the involvement of at least two modifiers. Preliminary 
analysis of SSLP markers spaced every 20-25 cM throughout the genome indicates the possibility of 
two regions that contain modifiers. One region mapped to chromosome 6 near the marker D6Mit36. 
A congenic line, Gtrosa26, carrying this region on chromosome 6 from 129 on a B6 background had 
already been estabMshed. Gtrosa26 mice have a iMcZ-mo^ insertion flanked by 129 DNA in the 
modifier region on chromosome 6. Gtrosa26 x B6 Fl Min/+ mice that carry this piece are resistant to 
mammar^tumors following ENU treatment. Although the possibility that the resistance is due to the 
LacZ-neo insertion must be ruled out, the evidence from the backcross mice that do not have the LacZ 
insertion supports the hypothesis that this region contains a modifier of mammary tumor susceptibility. 
The Gtrosa26 mice are already congenic on a B6 background and will be used to study the biological 
effects of the potential modifier. We plan to: 

1. Work toward molecular analysis of the modifier region from 129 on mouse chromosome 6. 
By testing recombimnt Gtrosa26 mice carrying different segmente of the 129 DNA within 
the modifier region to generate a fine structure map of the modifier region and to analyze 
mammary tumor susceptibility. 

2. Study the biological effect of the modifier through transplantation experiments, 
3. Characterize the mammary tumors from the backcross mice and from the B6 Gtrosa26/+ 

Min/+ mice by histologically characterizing the tumors and by molecularly characterizing 
the tumors by analyzing allele loss at Ape and at the modifier region. 



Body 
I have listed below each of the tesks outlines in the Statement of Work form the original grant 

proposal. After each task, the progress is described. No progress for the year 2001-2002 is reported as 
Ms Kohlhepp has graduated and I am in the process of recruiting a student to continue these studies, 
which are now funded by an Nffl grant. 

Task 1: Generation of recombinant Gtrosa26 males. Months 1-6,50 mice. 
Progress: This t^k is complete. The goal of this task was to identify mice carrying different 

recombinant chromosomes within the Gtrosa26 congenic region on chromosome 6. To do this we 
crossed B6 females to B6.Gtrosa26/+ males. The progeny were tested for markers throughout the 
congenic region to identify mice carrying recombinant chromosomes. We produced and screened over 
800 progeny and identified 6 mice that each carry one of the 6 recombinant chromosomes shown in 
Figure 1. We expected to identify more recombinant animals that we did based on the published 
distances between markers, but have found fewer recombinants than we expected. However, the 6 
recombinants we identified allowed us to minimire the region that contains the modifier to about 4 cM. 
Other experiments allowed us to map the modifier effect to the LacZ-mo^ insertion, thm it was not 
necessary to identify other recombinant mice. 

Task 2J Generation of remaining B6 x Gtrosa26 recombinant females. Months 6-12,100 mice. 

Progress: This task has been completed. Females heterozygous for all six recombinant 
chromosomes were produced. 
Task 3J Generation of Gtrosa26 recombinants x Min females. Months 9-20,100 mice. 

Progress: This t^k has been completed. Females heteroaygous for all six recombinant 
chromosomes were crossed to B6 Min/+ males. The resulting female progeny were genotyped at Ape 
to identify the Min/+ females. The Min/+ females were then genotyped for the markers on 
chromosome 6, The goal was to identify about 20 Min/+ females carrying each recombinant 
chromosome and 20 of their siblings who carried B6 alleles throughout the region. Although we have 
not obtained 20 mice of each genotype for all Mnes, the statistical analysis indicates that entering more 
mice into the study will not change flie outcome. 

Task 4: ENU treatment, tumor palpation, sacrifice, and tumor and mammary gland collection. Months 
1-20,150 mice - 50 mice/recombinant. 

Progress: This task has been completed. The females from all 6 recombinant lines have been 
treated with ENU and sacrificed. 

Task 5; Characterization of whole mounts. Months 6-22. 

Progress: This task has been completed. All whole mounts from the recombinant mice and the 
B6 sibs have been characterized for any abnormality including small mammary tumors not detected at 
the time of dissection and other small lesions. 

Task 6: Analysis of data and exploring candidate genes. Months 1-36. 

Progress: The analysis is complete for all 6 recombinant Unes and is shown in Table 1 below. For 
lines 1,3, and 6, neither the number of tumors (by Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test) nor the tumor incidence 
(by Fisher's Exact Test) was different for mice carrying the recombinant congenic chromosome 



compared to their sibs that carried B6 alleles in the congenic region. For lines 2,4, and 5, both the 
mammary tumor incidence and multiplicity wm significantly different for mice carrying the 
recombinant congenic chromosome compared with their sibs that carried B6 alleles within the 
congenic region. These results indicate tlmt we have localized tiie modifier of mammary tumor 
susceptibility to a region of about 4 cM that also includes the Gtrosa26 LacZ-ne<^ insertion. Based on 
this analysis, the modifier maps between D6MU105 and D6Mit55. Only mice carrying the Gtrosa26 
insertion were resistant to mammary tumora, indicating that the resistance may be due to either a 
tightly linked 129 modifier or due to the insertion itself 

Table 1: Mammary Tumor Susceptibility inR26 recomb inant lines. 
Marker Reel Rec2 RecB Rec4 Rec5 Rec6 
D6Mit3 129     B6 B6 B6 129 B6 B6 B6 129 B6 B6 B6 
D6Mtt36 129     B6 B6 B6 129 B6 B6 B6 129 B6 B6 B6 
D6Mitl05 129     B6 B6 B6 129 B6 129 B6 B6 B6 
LacZ - R26 - - - R26 « R26 » 
D6MU55 B6      B6 129 B6 B6 B6 129 B6 B6 B6 129 B6 
D6Mttl50 B6      B6 129 B6 B6 B6 129 B6 B6 B6 129 B6 
# of Mice 11        12 9 12 16 13 14 17 16 14 15 21 
% with 
Tumore 91        100 11 92 94 100 43 88 31 100 100 86 
Avg. Turn. 
Per mouse 3.2      3.7 0.1* 2.8 2.1 2.8 1.1* 3.2 0.4* 2.7 3.3 3.0 

These values are significantly different from the values of their B6/B6 sibs. 

To address the issue of whether this is a 129-derived linked modifier or the effect is due to the 
insertion, we took two approaches. First, we generated two lines of mice that do not carry the 
Gtrosa26 LacZ-neo^ insertion, but are congenic for 129-derived DNA fi-om D6Mit36 to D6Mitl50. 
The congenic region carried by these mice encompasses the minimal interval found through the 
recombinant congenic analysis. In this experiment, the mice that carried the congenic 129 interval 
were as sensitive to the development of mammary tumors m were the B6 mice (Table 2). This 
indicates that the resistance to mammary tumor development seen in the Gtrosa26l+ Min/+ mice is not 
due to a linked 129-derived modifier locm. 

Table 2: Mammary tumors in ENU-treated Chromosome 6 congenic Min/+ mice.  
Line Chr.6 #ofMice       # with Mammary Tumors       Average ISfenmary 
 Genotype" (%) Tumors (±SD.) 

Chr6-Xl 

B6 

Chr6-P2 

B6 

129/B6 
B6/B6 
B6/B6 

129/B6 
B6/B6 
B6/B6 

20 
16 
45 

24 
26 
87 

20(100) 
15 (94) 

45 (100) 

20 (83) 
24 (92) 
82 (94) 

2.9 ±1.7 
3.8 + 2.4 
3.3 ±1.8 

3.8 + 2.5 
3.1 ±1.9 
3.3 ±2.0 

* The mice that inherited the congenic chromosome are designated as 129/B6 while those that inherited the B6 
chromosome are designated B6/B6. The B6 mice are B6 Min/+ female mice treated with ENU at the same time ^ the 
congenic mice. 

Second, we performed a backcross analysis (described in the attached reprint Kohlhepp, et al. 
2001). In brief, we generated Fl mice between 129 and B6 Gtrosa26l+ mice such tiiat some of the Fl 
mice carried 129 DNA on one chromosome 6 and the Gtrosa26 insertion on the other chromosome 6. 



Some of the Fl mice also carried 129 DNA on one chromosome 6 and B6 DNA on one chromosome 6. 
Female Fl mice of either type were then crossed with B6 Min/+ male mice to generate backcross 
progeny that carried Min and were one of three genotypes with respect to chromosome 6: homozygous 
B6/B6, hetero^gous 129/B6, or heterozygous 129/B6 and carrying the Gtrosa26 LacZ-neo^ insertion. 
Female mice of these genotypes were treated with ENU and tested for mammary tumor development. 
It was clear from these experiments that although the 129 mice modifiers of mammary tumor 
development, the mice carrying the Gtrosa26 insertion developed fewer tumors than did the mice 
carrying the 129-derived chromosome 6 (Table 3). Thus, these two experiments allowed us to 
conclude that the effect on mammary tumor development seen in the Gtrosa26 mice is due to the 
presence of the insertion, thus it is not necessary to test for candidate genes in the region. 

Table 3; Mammary tumors in ENU-treated Gtrosa26 Backcross Min/+ mice.  

Line Chrom.6 Number of Number with Mammary        Average Mammary 
 Genotype" Mice Tumors (%) Tumors (±SD) 

RBC All 130 70(54)* 1.1 + 1.4* 

RBC Gtrosa26 31 12(39)* 0.5 + 0 8* 
129X1 83 48(58)* \2±\A* 
B6 16 10(62)* 1.6+1.7* 

B6 B6 163 150 (92) 2.9 + 1.8 
' Mice designated ROSA are heterozygous 129/B6 from D6Mit3 and D6MitIS0 and cany the ROSA26 insertion. Mice 
designated 129X1 are heterozygous 129/B6 from D6Mit3 and D6MUI50 and do not carry the insertion. The mice 
designated B6 are homozygous B6 from D6Mit3 and D6Mitl50. The B6 mice are B6 Min/+ female mice treated with ENU 
at the same time as the congenic mice. Mice that were recombinant between D6Mm mA D6Mit]S0 were not included in 
the study. 
P <0.02 compared with B6 Min/+ controls. 

Aim 2; 

Tasks 7-9: Generation of B6 and ROSA26 mice. Tissue transplants, ENU treatment, analysis, and 
tumor characterization. Months 1-36,475 mice. 

Progress: Due to the inability to determine if the modifier effect is due to the LacZ insertion or a 
tightly linked modifier, we have put these experiments on hold until we can determine which of the 
two hypotheses was correct. These hypotheses are being addressed as described above. 

Because these experiments were on hold, we instead tested for an effect on the growth of mice and 
the growth of tiie mammary gland in mice carrying the Gtrosa26 insertion. We generated litters of 
mice that would be segregating for the Gtrosa26 insertion, but did not carry Min. These mice were 
weighed twice a week starting at 7 days of age until sacrifice. One-third of the mice were killed at 
each of three time points (21,35 and 49 days of age) and the 4*^ (abdominal) mammary fat pads were 
collected and stained. The area covered by the mammary ductal structure was determined for each of 
the mice. These experimente showed that mice that carried the Gtrosa26 iiwertion grew as a different 
rate than did their sibs that did not carry the insertion. Although the effect WM slight, 2.3% for the 
Gtrosa26l+ female mice and 5% for the Gtrosa26l+ male mice, it was highly statistically significant. 
In addition, we found that the Gtrosa26 insertion was transmitted to less than 50% of offspring (Table 
4). The deficit of Gtrosa26l+ mice was significant for both males and females. There was also an 
increased incidence of runting in the Gtrosa26/+ mice than in the wild-type mice. Runting wm more 
common in male mice than female mice, 20% of livebom Gtrosa26l+ male mice were runted by 14 
day of age. Thus, the Gtrosa26 insertion h^ an effect on normal growth and development in mice. 



Table 4. Segregation of Gtrosa26 insertion 
Genotype Total bom (%) Runts 

Females Gtrosa26l+ 56(19%)" 2 
WT 95 (32 %) 1 

Males Gtrosa26l+ 62(21%f 13 
WT 87(29 %) 0 

a P<0.01 by Chi square analysis, 
b P<0.05 by CU square analysis. 

The mammary glands of the Gtrosa26l+ 21-day old females and males (at all ages) were 
significantly smaller than those of the mice that did not cany the insertion (Table 5 and 6). This 
indicates that the Gtrosa26 insertion has broad effects on growth and specific effects on the early 
development of the mammary gland in both male and female mice. However, the effect on the 
mammary gland is larger in the pre-pubertal females and the males than the effect on overall growth. 

Table 5: Abdominal Mamtmry Gland Measurements of Gtrosa26/+ female mice  
Age Genotype  Number of mice Average gland size (mm^) 

"W Gtrosa26/+ 15 ~~ g + 2.4 * 
+/+ 15 9.7 ±2.1 

35 Gtrosa26/+ 15 135.3 ±34 
+^+ 14 123.6 ±42 

50 Gtrosa26/+ 15 283 7 + 33 
 til 15 301.8 ±49  

* P=0.0003 compared with +/+ age matched sibs. 

Table 6: Abdominal Mammaiy Gland Measurements of Male Gtrosa26/+ mice. 
Age       Genotype No, of mice        No. with Average gland size (mm^) 

mammaiy ductal 
  structures (%) 
20           Gtrosa26/+ 19 

+1+ 14 
35          Gtrosa26/+ 15 

+/+ 15 
50          Gtrosa26/+ 14 

+/+ 15 
* P=0.02 ojmpared with +/+ age matched 

Aim3i 

6(32%) 0.44 ±0.9* 
12(86%) 0.98 ±0.9 
2(13%) 0.04 ±0.1* 
12(80%) 1.21 ±1.1 
7(50%) 0.35 ±0.6* 
12(80%) 1.22 ±1.3 

Task 10: Processing, embedding, sectioning, and analysis of fixed tumore to analyze allele loss at^oc 
and chromosome 6. Months 1-6. 

Progress: Once the effect on chromosome 6 was shown to be the result of the Gtrosa26 insertion, we 
could test for loss of the insertion by testing for expression of p-gal in the tumors. Mammary tumors 
from mice carrying the Gtrosa26 insertion were shown to stain positive for p-gal activity using X-gal 



steining. Thus, loss of the insertion or loss of expression from the insertion is not required for 
mammary tumor development. 

Key Research Accomplishment 

1. We have identified 12 markers on chromosome 6 that are polymorphic between B6 and 129. We 
have determined the map location of these markers. In some cases, the map position varies from the 
published order. 

2. We have generated and characterized six congenic lines that cany the Gtrosa26 insertion and 
defined regions of 129-derived DNA on the B6 background. 

3. We have developed two B6 congenic lines of mice that carry a region on chromosome 6 derived 
from two different 129 strains. 

4. We have shown that tiie effect on mammary tumor development seen in the Gtrosa26h Min/+ 
mice is due to the presence of the insertion, and not to a linked modifier allele. 

5. We have established a congenic line of mice that carry the Gtrosa26 insertion with a minimal 
interval of 129-derived DNA (the Rec2 line). These mice will be usefiil for further characterization 
of the effect of the msertion. 

6. We have determined that the Gtrosa26 insertion also has effects on the normal growth and 
development. 

7. We have demonstrated fliat the Gtrosa26 insertion h^ an effect on the early development of the 
mammary gland in both male and female mice. However, the development of the mammary gland 
in females during puberty is not affected. 

Reportable Outcomes 

Oral Presentations: 

1999 "Genetic Analysis of Mammaiy Tumor Susceptibility in Min/+ Mice", Kohlhepp, R., 
Hegge, L., and Moser, A.R., at "Genetics, Genomics and Molecules, Madison, WI. ' 

2000 "ROSA26 Mice are resistant to M«-induced Mammary and Intestinal Tumor development", 
Kohlhepp, R., Hegge, L., Nett, J., and Moser, A.R,, at "Era of Hope" Army Breast Cancer' 
Meeting, Atlanta, GA. 

2000 "TheH)SA26 Insertion Results in Resistance to Mammary Tumor Development in 
Apcr"'/+ Mice" the Molecular and Cellular Biology Graduate Program, University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst, MA. 

2000 "The effect of the ROSA26 insertion on mammary tumorigenesis in Ap(^*^l+ mice". At the 
monthly meeting of the NIH Mouse Models of Mammary Cancer Collective Bethesda 
MD 11/2000. 

2000 "Mammary Tumor Development in 4pc*^"*'+mice" At Lombardi Cancer Center, 
Georgetown University, Washington, DC, 11/2000. 
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2001 "Investigation of a Novel Genetic Modifier of Mammary Tumor Susceptibility Associated 
with the ROSA26 toertion" At University of Connecticut Health Center, School of 
Medicine, 2/2001. 

2001 "Exploring genetic control of tumor development in Apc^'"/+ mice" At Abbott 
Laboratories, Oncology Division, Abbott Park, 111. 

2002 "Identification of Genetic Factors that Affect Tumor Development mApc^"'/+ Mice" at the 
Division of Cancer Prevention, Office of Preventive Oncology, NCI. 

2002 "The Effect of the Gtrosa26 Insertion on Susceptibility to Mammary and Intestinal Tumor 
Development in Ap(^'*'l+ Mice" UW EHS Center/UWCCC Annual Symposium. 

2002 "Genetics of Susceptibility of Tumor Development in Apc^+ mice" At Mouse Initiatives 
IV: Comparative Genomic Approaches to tiie Analysis of Gene Function and Human 
Disease. 

Poster Presentations: 

1999 "Mapping of a Locus Affecting Susceptibility to Mammary Tumor Development", 
Kohlhepp, R., Nett, J., Hegge, L., and Moser, A.R., at "Modeling Human Mammary 
Cancer in Mice" The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME. 

2000 "ROSA 26 Mice are resistant to mammary tumor formation" R. L. Kohlhepp, L. F. Hegge, 
J. E. Nett, and A. R. Moser, at The AACR Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA. 

2000 "ROSA26 Mice are resistant to Mi«-induced Mammary and Intestinal Tumor development", 
Kohlhepp, R., Hegge, L., Nett, J., and Moser, A.R., at "Era of Hope" Army Breast Cancer 
Meeting, Atlanta, GA. 

Manuscripts: 

Kohlhepp RL, Hegge LF, Nett JE, and Moser AR. ROSA26 mice carry a modifier of M«-induced 
mammary and intestinal tumor development. Mammalian Genome 11:1058-1062,2000. 

Kohlhepp RL, Hegge LF, and Moser AR The ROSA26 LacZ-mo^ insertion confers resistance to 
mammary tumors m.Ap^^^ mice. Mammalian Genome 12:606-611,2001 

Manuscripts in preparation 

Moser AR, Kohlhepp RL, Bering A, and Lindstrom M. The Gtrosa26 LacZ-neo^ imertion affects 
mammary gland size and the growth rate of mice. 

Degrees awarded: 

Ph.D conferred upon Rebecca Kohlhepp in December 2000. 

Funding Awarded 
NIHROl CA093757 A Novel Genetic Modifier of Mammaiy Tumor Susceptibility 01/10/2002- 
12/31/2004 

Conclusions 

We identified 6 mice carrying recombinant chromosomes fi^om the congenic region carried by 
the B6.Gtrosa26 mice. These mice allowed us to map the modifier of mammary tumor development to 
within 4cM of the Gtrosa26 insertion. We then used two approaches to demonstrate that the effect on 
mammary tumor development is due to the insertion and not to linked modifier loci. In Edition to an 
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effect on mammary tumor susceptibility, mice carrying the Gtrosa26 insertion are more likely to be 
runted and grow at a slower rate than do mice not carrying the insertion. The insertion also 1ms an 
effect on the growth of the mammary gland in pre-pubertal female mice and male mice at all ages. The 
effect on ttie mammary gland is larger than the effect on overall growth. Loss of the insertion site or 
loss of expression from the insertion is not required for mammary tumor development. 

References 
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The ROSA26 LacZ-neo^ insertion confers resistance to manunary 
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AlKtract B6.129S7-GrroM2tf (ROSA26) mice carry a LacZ- 
necF insertion on Chromosome (Chr) 6, made by promoter trap- 
ping with ABl 129 ES cells. Female C57BL/6J Apc^'"l+ 
(B6 MM+) mice are very susceptible to the induction of mammary 
tumors after treatment with ethylnitrosourea (ENU). However, 
ENU-treated B6 mice carrying both Apt^'" and ROSA26 are re- 
sistant to mammary tumor formation. Thus, ROSA26 mice carry a 
modifier of Min-induced mammary tumor susceptibility. We have 
previously mapped the modifier to a 4-cM interval of 129-derived 
DNA that also contains the ROSA26 insertion. Here we report 
additional evidence for the effect of the ROSA26 insertion on 
mammary tumor formation. To test the hypothesis that the resis- 
tance was due to a linked modifier locus, we utilized two ap- 
proaches. We have derived and tested two lines of mice that are 
congenic for 129-derived DNA within the minimal modifier inter- 
val and show that they are as susceptible to mammaiy tumors as 
are B6 mice. Additionally, we analyzed a backcross population 
segregating for the insertion and show that mice carrying the in- 
sertion are more resistant to mammary tumor development than are 
mice not carrying the insertion. Thus, the resistance is not due to 
a 129-derived modifier allele, but must be due to the ROSA26 
insertion. In addition, the effect of the ROSA26 insertion can be 
detected in a backcross population segregating for other mammary 
modifiers. 

Introduction 

Min/+ (multiple intestinal neoplasia) mice carry a mutation in the 
Ape (adenomatous polyposis coli) gene and are predisposed to 
develop intestinal and mammary tumors (Moser et al. 1990, 1993; 
Su et al. 1992). On a C57BL6/J (B6) background, all Apc^"'/+ 
(Min/+) mice develop intestinal tumors, and about 5% of Min/+ 
female mice develop mammary tumors by 100 days of age. When 
treated with ENU, a direct alkylating agent, approximately 90% of 
B6 Minf+ female mice develop mammary tumors within 65 days 
of treatment with an average of three tumors per mouse (Moser et 
al. 1993). Thus, Mm/+ mice are a good model system for the 
identification of genes that modify risk of mammary tumor devel- 
opment. 

We have previously reported that when B6 Min/+ mice are 
crossed to B6.129 S7-Gtrosa26 (ROSA26) mice, the number of 
mammary tumors is significantly reduced in the ROSA26/+ Min/+ 
mice as compared with their +/+ Min/+ sibs (Kohlhepp et al. 
2000). Thus, B6.ROSA26/+ mice carry a modifier of Mln-induced 
mammary tumor development. ROSA26 mice carry a LacZ-neo" 
insertion on Chromosome (Chr) 6 (Gould and Dove 1997), made 
by random retroviral insertion and exon trapping using 129 ES 
cells (Friedrich and Soriano 1991). ROSA26 mice express p-ga- 

Correspondence to: A.R. Moser; E-mail: moser@mail.humonc.wisc.edu 

lactosidase (P-gal) ubiquitously, making them a useful tool for 
chimera and transplant studies (Abrahamson et al. 1998; Gould 
and Dove 1996, 1997; Matsusaka et al. 1999; Zambrowicz et al. 
1997). 

We also reported that two independently derived lines of con- 
genic ROS A26 mice carried a congenic interval of about 25 cM of 
129-derived DNA flanking the LacZ-neo'^ insertion (Kohlhepp et 
al. 2000). Both lines of ROSA26 mice were also shown to carry 
the ROSA26-associated modifier. To map the modifier more pre- 
cisely, we had generated four lines of mice that carried recombi- 
nant intervals within the ROSA26 interval. The single congenic 
line that carried the insertion site, Rec2, was the only line to show 
resistance to mammary tumor formation. This analysis mapped the 
resistance to a 4-cM interval that contains 129S7-derived flanking 
DNA and the LacZ-neo'^ insertion. Based on those studies, we 
could not determine whether the resistance was due to the insertion 
or to a tightly Unked 129-derived modifier allele. 

In this report, we provide evidence that the LacZ-neo'^ inser- 
tion is required for the resistance to mammary tumor development. 
We tested two additional congenic lines carrying the insertion and 
show that, regardless of the extent of congenic flanking DNA, the 
phenotype is similar. We used two approaches to address the ques- 
tion of whether the insertion is required for resistance. First, we 
characterized the tumor susceptibility of two congenic lines of B6 
mice that carry 129-derived DNA in the modifier interval on Chr 
6, but do not carry the LacZ-neo'^ insertion. Second, we generated 
a backcross between 129Xl/SvJ (129X1) mice and ROSA26 mice 
and tested the backcross population for mammary tumor suscep- 
tibility. The results indicate that the resistance to mammary tumors 
in ROSA26 mice is due to the LacZ-neo'^ insertion itself and not 
to a tightly linked 129-derived modifier allele. 

Materials and methods 

Mice. All mice were bred at the University of Wisconsin Medical School 
Animal Care Facility. The Min pedigree is maintained by backcrossing 
Mm/+ males to B6 females. The B6 Min/+ parents for these experiments 
were from generations N42-N51. Animals were genotyped for Min by 
PCR by using an allele-specific PCR assay (Dietrich et al. 1993). 

The Rec4 and Rec5 lines were derived from the B6.ROSA26 congenic 
line. Founders for each line were selected by identifying mice recombinant 
within the ROSA26 congenic interval on Chr 6. Mice heterozygous for the 
congenic interval will be designated Rec4/+ or Rec5/+. Rec4/+ and Rec5/+ 
mice were produced by crossing Rec4/+ or Rec5/+ males to B6 female 
mice. To assess tumor susceptibility, Rec4/+ or Rec5/-h females were 
crossed to B6.Min/+ males, and the resulting Minl+ female progeny were 
ENU treated. Rec4 and Rec5 mice were at generation N25-N27 at the time 
of testing. 

Mice designated B6.n9Xl-D6Mit36-D6Mit]50 (Chr6-Xl) were pro- 
duced by crossing a 129Xl/SvJ male mouse to a B6 female mouse. Males 
heterozygous for SSLP markers from D6Mit36 to D6Mitl50 were selected 
each generation and backcrossed to B6 female mice. In generations N2- 
N4, we also selected for mice that were homozygous for B6 alleles in three 
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regions of the genome: D2Uit7-D2Uit48 (59 cM), D4Mitl8-D4Mit33 (74 
cM), and D7Mit56-D7Mit44 (47 cM). To assess tumor stisceptibility, 
Chr6-Xl (N5) females were crossed to B6.Min/+ males, and the resulting 
Min/+ female progeny were ENU treated, 

B6.129f2-D6Mit36-D6Mitl50 (Chr6-P2) mice were derived from 
BS.ngn-Tgfa""""'" {Be.Tgfd^'^"^ (N10F6) mice obtained from The 
Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, MB). 'Bi.Tgfa"""^"' mice were found to 
retain 129-derived alleles at SSLP markers spanning the interval of D6Mit3 
to mMitlSO. Tgfa maps between mMit3 and D6Mit36 (Mann et al. 1993). 
A B6.r#i"""'"'/+ male mouse (N10F6N1) was crossed to a B6 female 
mouse, and a male offspring that no longer carried the 129 allele at D6Mit3 
or the Tgfa"""^'''' targeted allele, but retained 129 DNA in the interval from 
D6Mit36 to D6MitI50, was identified. This mouse was crossed to B6 
female mice to produce a line, designated Chrf-P2, segregating for the 
congenic chromosome. To assess tumor susceptibility, Chr6-P2 female 
mice that were heterozygous in the congenic interval were crossed to 
B6Min/+ male mice, and the resulting Minl+ progeny were ENU treated. 

F, parents for the ROSA backcross were produced by crossing 
B6.129S7-Gtrosa26/+ female mice (N19-N20) to a 129Xl/SvJ male 
mouse. The resulting F, mice were of two genotypes with respect to the 
Chromosome 6 inherited from the B6.129S7-Gtrosa26/+ parent: those that 
had inherited the LacZ-neJ' insertion, and those that had inherited the B6 
chromosome and did not carry the insertion (Fig. 3). All mice carried the 
129X1 Chr 6 derived from the male parent. Females of each of these 
genotypes were crossed to B6.Mw/+ males, and the resulting female Mi«/+ 
backcross mice were ENU treated. 

ENU treatment and tumor scoring. Mice were given a single i.p. 
injection of 50 mg/kg body weight ENU (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, Mo.) 
at between 35 and 45 days of age (Moser et al. 1993). Mice were palpated 
weekly to detect mammary tumors. B6 Minl-^ mice from the Min colony 
were included in all rounds of mutagenesis as contemporaneous controls. 
Mice from the crosses to the Rec4, Rec5, Chr6-Xl, and Chr6-P2 lines were 
sacrificed when moribund or 60 days after ENU treatment. Backcross mice 
were sacrificed when moribund or 100 days after ENU treatment. Mam- 
mary tumors were counted and collected at the time of sacrifice. Mammary 
tumors were identified as discrete masses generally larger than 3 mm in 
diameter. Mammary tumors were fixed in formalin for sectioning and 
histological analysis. 

PCR genotyping. The presence of the ROSA26 insertion was confirmed 
by testing for the presence of LacZ as previously reported (Kohlhepp et al. 
2000). Genotyping for SSLP markers on Chr 6 was done as previously 
described (Dietrich et al. 1992). Presence or absence of the Tgfa knockout 
was confirmed by using primers for neoR, 5'-AGGATCTCCTGTCATCT- 
CACCTTGCTCCTG-3' and 5'-AAGAACTCGTCAAGAAGGC- 
GATAGAAGGCG-3'. PCR was run on an MJ Research PTC-100 Pro- 
grammable thermal controller. The PCR conditions were: 1.25 mM MgCli, 
50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.8 JAM of each 
primer, 1.25 units of Promega Taq polymera.se in storage buffer A, and 
genomic DNA for a total reaction volume of 25 (jil. Initial denaturation at 
92°C for 2 min, followed by 30 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 15 s, 
annealing at 55°C for 45 s, and extension at 72''C for 45 s, followed by 
extension at 72°C for 5 min. PCR products were electrophoresed in 2% 
agarose and visualized with EtBr staining. 

Statistical analysis. Analyses were performed with the MSTAT com- 
puter program, provided by Norman Drinkwater at the McArdle Labora- 
tory for Cancer Research. Two-sided p values were calculated for tumor 
multiplicity by using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test. Two-sided p values 
were calculated to compare tumor incidence with Fisher's exact test. 

Results 

Rec4 and Rec5 mice are resistant to mamtnary tumor development. 
As further confirmation that the region surrounding the hacZ-necf^ 
insertion was required for tumor resistance, we generated and 
tested two additional recombinant congenic lines that carry the 
hacZ-neo^ insertion, designated Rec4 and Rec5 (Fig. 1). Both of 
these lines were derived from the same B6.ROSA26 line as were 
the piBvious recombinants tested (Kohlhepp et al. 2000). Hetero- 
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Fig. 1. A representation of a portion of Chr 6 is shown for the ROSA26, 
Reel, Rec2, Rec6 (Kohlhepp et al. 2000), Rec4, and Rec5 mice. The 
position from the centromere for each marker was obtained from Mouse 
Genome Database (MOD), Mouse Genome Informatics, The Jackson 
Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine. World Wide Web (URL; http:// 
www.informatics.jax.org/) (8/01/2000). The order of the markers is the 
same as that obtained from MGD except for D6Mit36 and D6Mit]05. The 
most likely order is shown for D6Mit36 and D6Mitl05 based on our 
recombinants. A filled box indicates a 129 allele at the locus; an open box 
indicates a B6 allele. For IMCZ, a filled box indicates the presence of the 
insertion; an open box indicates the absence of the insertion. 

zygous Rec4 or RecS mice were crossed to B6.Minl+ mice, and the 
Minl+ female progeny were ENU treated and followed to test for 
mammary tumor susceptibility. Rec4/-I- Minl+ mice developed sig- 
nificantly fewer mammary tumors than did their +1+ Minl+ sibs or 
than did the B6.M»l/-^ control mice (Table 1). In addition, signifi- 
cantly fewer Rec4/+ Minl+ mice developed mammary tumors than 
either their +1+ Min/+ sibs or the B6.MW+ control mice (Table 1). 
There was no significant difference in either mammary tumor mul- 
tiplicity or incidence between the -I-/-I- Min/+ mice and the 
B6.Min/+ control mice. Both the incidence and multiplicity of 
mammary tumors was also significantly different for the Rec5/-I- 
Min/+ mice compared with their +/+ MinJ+ sibs or with the 
B6.Mw/+ control mice (Table 1). Again, the -I-/-I- Min/+ mice did 
not differ from the E6.Min/+ control animals with respect to either 
the multiplicity or incidence of mammary tumors. These results are 
consistent with our previous observation that the region between 
D6Mitl05 and D6Mit55, which includes the LacZ-neo^ insertion, 
confers resistance to mammary tumor development in ENU- 
treated Min/+ mice (Kohlhepp et al. 2000). 

Tumor resistance is not due to a linked modifier locus. To test the 
hypothesis that the ROSA26-associated modifier effect is due to a 
129-derived modifier allele within the D6Mitl05-D6Mit55 inter- 
val, we generated two lines of mice designated B6.129X1- 
D6Mit36-D6Mitl50 (Chr6-Xl) and B6.129F2-D6Mit36- 
mUitlSO (Chr6-P2) (Fig. 2). Both lines carry 129-derived DNA 
from D6Mit36 to D6Mitl50, but neither line carries the ROSA26 
LacZ-neo" insertion. If there were a modifier locus on Chr 6, we 
would expect to see a smaller number of mammary tumors in the 
mice carrying either congenic interval. Mice heterozygous for the 
interval from each line were crossed with B6 Minl+ mice, and the 
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Table 1. The incidence and multiplicity of mammary tumors in ENU-treated con- Table 2. Tiie incidence and multiplicity of mammary tumors in ENU-trcated Chr 6 
genie recombinant Min/+ mice. congenic Min/+ mice. 

Chr 6 Number of Number with Mammary Average Mammary Chr 6 Number of Number with Mammary Average Mammary 
Line Genotype" Mice Tumors (%) Tumors (± SD) Line Genotype" Mice Tumors (%) Tumors (± SD) 

Rec4 129/B6 14 6(43)" 1.1 ± 1.4' Chr6-Xl 129/B6 20 20(100) 2.9 ±1.7 
B6/B6 17 15 (88) 3,2 ±1.9 B6/B6 16 15(94) 3.8 ± 2.4 

B6 B6/B6 52 50 (96) 2.9 ±1.9 B6 B6/B6 45 45(100) 3.3 ±1.8 
Rec5 129/B6 16 5(31)" 0.4 ± 0.6° Chr6-P2 129/B6 24 20 (83) 3.8 ± 2.5 

B6/B6 14 14(100) 2.7 ±1.8 B6/B6 26 24 (92) 3.1 ±1.9 
B6 B6/B6 31 31 (100) 3.1 ±2.1 B6 B6/B6 87 82 (94) 3.3 ± 2.0 

"The mice that inherited the congenic chromosome are designated as 129/B6, while 
those that inherited the B6 chromosome are designated B6/B6. The B6 mice arc B6 
Mm/+ female mice treated with ENU at the same time as the congenic mice. 
" P = 0.02 compared with B6/B6 sibs and P = 2 x 10"' compared with B6 Minl+ 
controls. 
' P = 0.002 compared with B6/B6 sibs and P = 7 x lO"* compared with B6 Miith 
controls. 
'' P = S X 10'^ compared with B6/B6 ,sibs and P = 2 x 10"' compared with B6 
Min/+ controls. 
° P = 3 X 10"' compared with B6/B6 sibs and P = 2 x 10"' compared with B6 Min/+ 
controls. 
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Fig. 2. A representation of a portion of Chr 6 is shown for the Tgfa'"'''^'''' 
(B6.rgffl), Chr6-Xl, and Chr6-P2 mice. The position from the centromere 
for the Tgfa gene and each SSLP marker was obtained from Mouse Ge- 
nome Database (MGD), Mouse Genome Informatics, The Jackson Labo- 
ratory. World Wide Web (URL: http://www.informatics.jax.org/) (8/01/ 
2000). A filled box indicates a 129 allele at the locus; an open box indicates 
a B6 allele; and a hatched box the Tgfa""'^'''' allele. 

resulting Mm/+ female progeny were treated with ENU and scored 
for mammary tumors. 

The Chr6-Xl line carries 129 alleles derived from the 129X1/ 
SvJ strain, and was at the sixth backcross generation at the time of 
testing. Chr6-Xl Min/+ mice 129/B6 for the congenic region were 
as susceptible to mammary tumors as were the Chr6-Xl Min/+ 
mice B6/B6 in the region or as were the B6 Mm/+ control mice 
(Table 2). Therefore, the mice carrying 129 alleles in the 
D6Mit36-D6Mitl50 interval do not carry a modifier allele that 
results in increased resistance to mammary tumor development. 

The Chr6-P2 mice provide a second test of the effect of 129 
alleles in this region on tumor development. These mice were 
derived from B6.129P2-rg/fl""''""' (B6.Tgfa"'"'^'''') mice (Mann et 
al. 1993). The Tgfa""'^'''' targeted mutation was made using 129P2 

"The mice that inherited the congenic chromosome are designated as 129/B6, while 
those that inherited the B6 chromosome arc designated B6/B6. The B6 mice are B6 
Min/+ female mice treated with ENU at the same time as the congenic mice. 

derived E14TG2a ES cells. B6.Tg/w""'■*'■'' mice carry 129 alleles at 
SSLP markers within the D6Mit3 to D6Mitl50 interval. Thus, 
these mice retain a similar congenic region as do the B6.ROSA26 
mice (Fig. 2). The Tgfa gene maps between D6Mit3 and D6Mit36 
(Mann et al. 1993; Fig. 2). To eliminate any possible effect of 
heterozygosity for a mutant allele of Tgfa, we selected for a male 
mouse that did not carry the targeted allele of Tgfa, but did carry 
129 alleles from D6Mit36 through D6Mitl50. This male founded 
the Chr6-P2 line. Female mice heterozygous for the Chr6-P2 con- 
genic interval were crossed to B6 Min/+ male mice, and the re- 
sulting Min/+ female offspring were ENU treated and followed for 
tumor susceptibility. Chr6-P2 mice that were 129/B6 for the con- 
genic interval did not differ from their sibs B6/B6 in the congenic 
region or the B6 Mm/+ control mice with respect to the incidence 
or multiplicity of mammary tumors (Table 2). Thus, these con- 
genic mice, which carry 129-derived DNA in the region of the 
ROSA26-associated modifier, do not carry alleles that confer re- 
sistance to mammary tumors. 

These experiments with two congenic lines carrying 129- 
derived alleles in the minimal modifier region provide no evidence 
for a 129 allele mapping to this region of Chr 6 that can confer 
resistance to mammary tumor development. Therefore, these re- 
sults do not support the hypothesis that the ROSA26-associated 
modifier is due to a tightly linked 129-derived modifier allele. 
Thus, the resistance is most likely due to insertion. 

The LacZ-neoR insertion affects mammary tumor susceptibility in 
backcross mice. As a second test of whether the LacZ-neo'^ inser- 
tion was necessary to confer resistance to mammary tumor devel- 
opment, we analyzed the effect of the insertion on tumor devel- 
opment in a set of backcross mice (Fig. 3). This backcross analysis 
served two purposes. First, it allowed us to test for a 129-derived 
modifier on Chr 6 without having to produce a congenic line. 
Second, it allowed us to assess the effect of the ROSA26- 
associated modifier in mice of a mixed genetic background. To 
produce the parents of the backcross mice, B6.ROSA26/+ female 
mice were crossed to a 129X1/SvJ male mouse (Fig. 3). The 
B6.ROSA26/-I- mice used were heterozygous 129S7/B6 from 
D6Mit3 to D6Mitl50 and carried the LacZ-neo'^ insertion. The F, 
offspring from this cross consisted of mice of two genotypes with 
respect to Chr 6: those that carried the 129S7/ROSA26 congenic 
interval across from a 129X1 Chr 6 and those that carried a B6 Chr 
6 across from a 129X1 Chr (Fig. 3). At all other loci, these mice 
should have been heterozygous B6/129X1. F, females of each of 
these Chr 6 genotypes were crossed to B6. Min/+ males and the 
resulting (B6129X1F1)B6 female Min/+ backcross progeny were 
treated with ENU and followed for tumor susceptibility. The back- 
cross population analyzed consisted of mice of three genotypes 
with respect to Chr 6: those heterozygous 129XI/B6 from D6Mit3 
to D6Mitl50 (designated Chr6-129X1), those heterozygous 
129S7/B6 from D6Mit3, to D6Mitl50 and carrying the ROSA26 
insertion (designated Chr6-R0SA), and those B6/B6 from D6Mit3 
to D6Mitl50 (designated Chr6-B6; Fig. 3). Mice that were recom- 
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Fig, 3, A representation of the ROSA backcross is shown. For each gen- 
eration, only Chr 6 is shown. A solid bar represents B6 DNA, an open bar 
represents 129X1 DNA, and a hatched bar represents 129S7 DNA from the 
ROSA26 parent. In the backcross progeny, only the non-iecombinant chro- 
mosomes are shown. Any mice recombinant between D6Ult3 and 
D6Mitl50 were not included in the study. Recombination events may have 
occurred proximal to D6Mit3 and distal to DSMitlSO. 

binant in the D6Mit3 to D6Mitl50 interval were excluded from the 
analysis. Animals of all three Chr 6 genotypes should have been 
segregating randomly for 129 and B6 alleles at loci on all other 
chromosomes. Thus, these backcross mice allow us to test for an 
effect of Chr 6 alleles on mammary tumor susceptibility. 

The average mammary tumor number was reduced more than 
twofold in the backcross mice relative to the B6 Min/+ controls 
(Table 3). To determine whether genes controlling mammary tu- 
mor susceptibility mapped to Chr 6, and more specifically to the 
ROSA26 Chr 6, we separated the backcross population by the 
three Chr 6 genotypes, Chr6-ROSA, Chr6-129X1, and Chr6-B6, 
and analyzed tumor numbers. The Chr6-ROSA backcross mice 
had significantly fewer mammary tumors than did the Chr6-129Xl 
backcross mice, the Chr6-B6 backcross mice, or the control B6 
Min/+ mice (Table 3). Chr6-ROSA mice developed at least two- 
fold fewer mammary tumors than did the Chr6-129Xl mice or the 
Chr6-B6 mice and approximately sixfold fewer tumors than did 
the control B6.Min/+ mice. This indicates that the ROSA26 Chr 6 
carries at least one modifier allele not present on the 129X1 Chr 6. 
With respect to mammary tumor incidence, the Chr6-ROSA mice 
were significantly less susceptible than the control B6.MinJ+ mice, 
but were not significantly different firom the Chr6-129Xl mice or 
the Chr6-B6 mice. 

Both the Chr6-129Xl and Chr6-B6 backcross mice also de- 
veloped approximately twofold fewer mammary tumors than did 
the control B6 Mm/+ mice, a significant difference. In addition, 
fewer Chr6-129Xl and Chr6-B6 mice developed mammary tu- 
mors compared with the control B6 MinJ+ mice. Thus, the 129X1 
strain must carry alleles that can modify susceptibility to mam- 

Chr 6 Number of Number with Mammary Average Mammary 
Line Genotype^ Mice Tumors (%) Tumors (± SD) 

RBC All 130 70(54)" 1.14 1.4" 
RBC ROSA 31 12 (39)" 0.5*0.8" 

129X1 83 48 (58)' 1.2±1.4« 
B6 16 10(62)" 1.6 + 1.7' 

Bb B6 163 150 (92) 2.9 ±1.8 

'Mice designated ROSA are heterozygous 129/B6 from D6Uit3 and D6Mitl50 and 
carry the ROSA26 insertion. Mice designated 129X1 are heterozygous 129/B6 from 
D6Mit3 and D6Mitl50 and do not carry the insertion. The mice designated B6 are 
homozygous B6 from D6Mit3 and D6MitlS0. TTie B6 mice are B6 Mml+ female mice 
treated with ENU at the same time as the congenic mice. Mice that were recombinant 
between D6Mit3 and D6MitI50 were not included in the study. 
"P = 5 X 10"'* compared with B6 Mmf+ controls. 
" P = 2 X 10~" compared with B6 Mirth controls. 
"P = 2 X 10"'" compared with B6 Min/+ controls, 
' P = 0.02 compared with 129X1, P = 0.03 compared with B6, and P = 6 x 10"'^ 
compared with B6 Mm/+ controls. 
'P = 7 X 10"'" compared with B6 Minh controls. 
*P = 1 X 10"'^ compared with B6 MinU controls. 
" P = 0.003 compared with B6 Minl+ controls. 
' P = 0.007 compared with B6 Mm/+ controls. 

mary tumor development in MmJ+ mice. However, the Chrf- 
129X1 mice were not different from the Chr6-B6 mice with re- 
spect to mammary tumor number or incidence. If tiiem were a 
129-derived modifier on Chr 6 conferring mammary tumor resis- 
tance, we would have expected the Chr6-129Xl mice, which are 
129/B6 from D6Mit3 to D6Mitl50, to be more resistant than the 
Chr6-B6 mice, which are B6/B6 from D6Mit3 to D6Mitl50. 
Therefore, the modifier loci carried by the 129X1 strain do not 
map to Chr 6. Thus, this experiment fails to provide support for the 
hypothesis that the resistance seen in the ROSA26 mice is due to 
a linked 129-derived modifier allele. It does provide evidence that 
the ROSA26 insertion is required for the resistant phenotype. 

Discussion 

We have previously reported that two congenic lines of 
B6.ROSA26 mice, R26-1 and R26-2 (Kohlhepp et al. 2000), both 
carried alleles that conferred resistance to mammary tumor devel- 
opment after ENU treatment. In an attempt to map the loci respon- 
sible for the resistance, we had analyzed several lines that carried 
smaller portions of the congenic interval. We identified a single 
congenic recombinant, Rec2, that carried a smaller congenic in- 
terval that included the insertion and reported that Minl-¥ mice 
carrying the Rec2 interval weiB also resistant to mammary tumor 
development. Three congenic recombinant lines that did not carry 
the insertion were sensitive to mammary tumor development. To 
confirm that the insertion was required for resistance, we generated 
two additional congenic recombinant Unes that carry the LacZ- 
neo'^ insertion. Here we report that mice that carry either the Rec4 
or the Rec5 intervals, both of which include the insertion, are also 
resistant to mammary tumor development. Thus, we have identi- 
fied three recombinant lines derived from the B6.ROSA26 line that 
carry the insertion and are resistant to mammary tumor develop- 
ment. Although the Rec4 and Rec5 lines do not make the interval 
containing the modifier smaller than previously reported, they do 
confirm that the modifier maps to the 4-cM interval from 
D6Mitl05 to D6Mit55 that contains the LacZ-neo^ insertion. Ad- 
ditionally, the similarity of the phenotype of the ROSA26/+ mice 
from each of the recombinant lines indicates that the modifier 
locus maps to the D6Mitl05 to D6Mit55 interval. 

On the basis of the analysis of the recombinants, we could not 
determine whether the resistance was caused by the insertion or a 
tightly linked 129-derived modifier allele. We took two ap- 
proaches to test for a 129-derived modifier allele within the inter- 
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val. One approach was to test mice that were congenic (or nearly 
congenic) for 129-derived DNA within the ROSA26 interval for 
the presence of a modifier. B6.ROSA26 mice were derived from 
ABl 129 ES cells (Soriano et al. 1991), which were derived from 
129S7/SvEvBrd-//prf'''"2 (129S7) mice. Because 129S7 mice 
were not readily available, we tested for the presence of a modifier 
on Chr 6 by using congenic mice derived from two other 129 
strains. Chr6-Xl mice were derived from the 129Xl/SvJ strain, 
and Chr6-P2 mice were derived from the 129P2/01aHsd strain via 
the E14TG2a ES cell line. We used mice from two diverse 129 
strains, in case there were some genetic differences, although Chr 
6 is not a region where the 129 strains are known to differ (Simp- 
son et al. 1997). In addition to the published information, we have 
tested approximately 50 SSLP markers on Chr 6 and have found 
no polymorphisms between 129X1, 129S6/SvEvTac (closely re- 
lated to 129S7), and ROSA26 mice (data not shown). Thus, there 
is reason to expect that these two congenic lines of mice provide 
a good test for the presence of a 129-derived modifier allele in this 
region. However, no evidence for a 129-derived modifier of mam- 
mary tumor development within the minimal modifier interval was 
obtained from analysis of these congenic mice. 

The second approach was to test for an effect on mammary 
tumor development in backcross mice segregating for Chr 6 car- 
rying or not carrying the insertion. The backcross analysis pro- 
vided more evidence for the effect of the LacZ-neo'* insertion on 
mammary tumor susceptibility. The twofold reduction in tumor 
number in mice carrying the insertion compared with the back- 
cross mice carrying 129-derived DNA in the region, but not the 
insertion, is indicative of the effect of the insertion. This experi- 
ment also provides evidence that the 129X1 strain carries domi- 
nantly acting alleles at mammary modifier loci. However, there is 
no evidence for a modifier locus that maps to Chr 6. In the 
(B6.ROSA26129Xl)B6 backcross population, where mammary 
tumor number was already decreased approximately twofold com- 
pared with B6 Minl+ controls, the ROSA26 insertion results in a 
further twofold reduction in tumor numbers. Thus, the effect of the 
ROSA26 insertion at least is additive with the effect of the un- 
mapped modifier loci segregating in the backcross. 

The results of these experiments strongly support the hypoth- 
esis that the tumor resistance seen in ROSA26 mice is due to the 
LacZ-neo'' insertion. However, they do not provide a mechanism 
for how the insertion results in tumor resistance in mice hetero- 
zygous for the insertion. Examination of the insertion site provides 
no ready explanation for the effect on tumor development. The 
LacZ-neo'^ reporter gene is inserted into a region that produces 
three transcripts (Zambrowicz et al. 1997). Two transcripts, tran- 
script I and 2, share a promoter and the first exon and have no 
open reading frames. The third transcript, transcript AS, originates 
from the reverse strand and potentially encodes a novel 505 amino 
acid protein of unknown function. The functions of transcripts 1 
and 2 are unknown, but as transcript 2 overlaps transcript AS, it 
may normally function as an antisense regulator of transcript AS. 
In ROSA26 mice, the retroviral insertion is in the intron between 
exon 1 and 2 of transcript 1 and 2. The transcript that encodes the 
LacZ-neo" uses the shared promoter and includes the first shared 
exon. The insertion disrupts the expression of both transcripts 1 
and 2 in mice homozygous for the ROSA26 insertion. Transcript 
AS is expressed in ROSA26 homozygous mice in multiple tissues 
at apparently normal levels. However, it is possible that transcript 
2 is involved in regulating the levels of transcript AS. The expres- 
sion of each of these transcripts remains to be tested in the mam- 
mary gland and in mice heterozygous for the insertion. 

The ROSA26 insertion also results in the ubiquitous expres- 
sion of a fusion protein with P-galactosidase and neomycin phos- 
photransferase activities. Our results do not allow us to rule out the 
expression of this fusion protein as the mechanism of tumor re- 
sistance in ROSA26 mice. The neomycin resistance gene encodes 
an aminoglycoside resistance enzyme. Other aminoglycoside bac- 

terial resistance enzymes have been shown to have homology to 
eukaryotic protein kinases (Hon et al. 1997) and have been shown 
to be inhibited by eukaryotic protein kina.se inhibitors (Daigle et al. 
1997). Thus, this bacterial enzyme has the potential to act as a 
protein kinase in a mammalian system, especially when expressed 
in high levels as it is in the ROSA26 mice. The role of expression 
of this fusion protein in tumor development can be tested in mice 
with a modified ROSA26 locus, which has been engineered to 
contain a floxed stopper fragment (Mao 1999). These mice do not 
express the fusion protein unless the stopper fragment is removed 
by Cre recombinase. However, the insertion does result in the 
elimination of transcripts 1 and 2. 

The insertion may also disrupt the expression of neighboring 
genes. This region on mouse Chr 6 is homologous to human Chr 
3p25, which has been found to be a frequent target of LOH in 
human breast tumors (Matsumoto et al. 1997). This .suggests that 
at least one gene within this region can affect mammary tumor 
development. The VHL (Von Hippel-Lindau) locus maps to hu- 
man 3p25 and in the mouse between D6Mitll and D6Mit55, plac- 
ing it within the minimal modifier region (Street et al. 1998). 
However, it does not frequently have point mutations in breast 
cancers (Gnarra et al. 1994) and is not within the most commonly 
deleted region in breast cancers (Matsumoto et al. 1997). At pres- 
ent, there are no other obvious candidate genes mapped to this 
region. 

The magnitude of the effect of the insertion in all cases is at 
least a twofold reduction in the number of mammary tumors. In all 
of these experiments, the mice tested were heterozygous for the 
insertion; thus, the effect is at least semidominant. Owing to dif- 
ficulty in producing mice homozygous for the insertion, we have 
been unable to test for the mammary tumor phenotype of such 
mice. Thus, it is difficult to predict whether the effect of the 
insertion will result from loss of function or gain of function. Loss 
of function could result from the loss of expression of the two 
noncoding transcripts caused by the insertion or repression of tran- 
scription of nearby genes. Several reports have recently described 
the effects of insertions on the expression of nearby loci. In par- 
ticular, in two cases involving the insertion of a retroviral sequence 
encoding a LacZ-neo'^ fusion product, the Gtlac and Etlac inser- 
tions are reported to result in decreased expression of a nearby 
gene (Schmidt et al. 1997; Schuster-Gessler et al. 1996; Zachgo et 
al. 1998). If the effect were due to loss of function, it would be 
expected that mice homozygous for the insertion would be even 
more resistant to tumor development. Gain of function could result 
from the disregulation of nearby loci, from the loss of regulation 
owing to a decreased level of transcripts I and 2, or from the 
expression of the p-galactosidase-neomycin resistance fusion pro- 
tein. Alternatively, the effect may be due to more than one of these 
mechanisms. A full understanding of the effect of this insertion on 
tumor development will require thorough investigation of each of 
these possibilities. 

Although the mechanism is unknown, the ROSA26 insertion 
has a strong effect on mammary tumor development in Mw/+ 
mice. Unlike tumor susceptibility or modifier loci identified 
through backcross analysis, the insertion site in the ROSA26 mice 
provides a starting point for the molecular characterization of this 
modifier. This information, in combination with sequence data 
from both the human and mouse genome project, should provide 
possible candidates for testing. The availability of multiple con- 
genic lines will also make further biological characterization of the 
modifier possible. 
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Abstract. B6.l29S7-Gtrosa26 (B6.R26) mice carry a LacZ- 
neoR insertion on Chromosome (Chr) 6, made by promoter trap- 
ping with 129 ES cells. Female C57BL/6J Apc""'/+ (B6Mm/+) 
mice are highly susceptible to intestinal tumors and to the induc- 
tion of mammary tumors after treatment with ethylnitrosourea 
(ENU). However, B6.R26/-I- Min/+ females develop fewer mam- 
mary and intestinal tumors after ENU treatment than do B6 Mm/+ 
mice. B6.R26/+ mice from two independently derived congenic 
lines show this modifier effect. Each of these congenic lines carries 
approximately 20 cM of 129-derived DNA flanking the insertion, 
raising the possibility that the resistance is due to a linked modifier 
locus. To further map the modifier locus, we have generated sev- 
eral lines of mice carrying diffei^nt regions of the congenic inter- 
val. We have found that resistance to mammary and intestinal 
tumors in ENU-treated Mm/+ mice maps to a minimum 4-cM 
interval that includes the ROSA26 LacZ-neoR insertion. There- 
fore, the resistance to tumor development is due to either the 
ROSA26 insertion or a very tightly linked modifier locus. 

Introduction 

B6 Minl+ mice carry a dominantly inherited germline mutation at 
Ape and are predisposed to spontaneous intestinal and mammary 
tumors (Moser et al. 1990, 1993; Su et al. 1992). B6 Minl+ mice 
develop multiple intestinal tumors and rarely survive beyond 120 
days. Even given this short life span, 5% of female Minl+ mice on 
a B6 background develop spontaneous mammary tumors. When 
treated with ENU, a direct-acting alkylating agent, about 90% of 
female B6 Minl+ mice develop mammary tumors, with an average 
of three mammary tumors per mouse. This is clearly a M»t-specific 
effect, as wild-type mice do not develop mammary tumors under 
this protocol. Genetic background has a strong effect on the sus- 
ceptibility to intestinal tumors in Minl+ mice (Moser et al. 1995). 
Thus, Minl+ mice are a useful model with which to identify fac- 
tors, either genetic or environmental, that affect mammary and 
intestinal tumor development. 

B6.129S7-Grroja25 (ROSA26) mice carry a LacZ-neoR inser- 
tion on Chr 6 (Gould and Dove 1997), made by random retroviral 
insertion and exon trapping with 129 ES cells (Friedrich and So- 
riano 1991). ROSA26 mice express p-galactosidase (P-gal) ubiq- 
uitously, making them a useful tool for chimera and transplant 
studies (Abrahamson et al. 1998; Borthwick et al. 1999; Gould and 
Dove 1996, 1997; Matsusaka et al. 1999; Wong et al. 1996; Zam- 
browicz et al. 1997). ROSA26 mice on a mixed 129, B6 back- 
ground are reported to have no apparent phenotypic abnormaliries 
(Zambrowicz et al. 1997). Congenic B6.129S7-GfroM26 (B6.R26/ 
+) mice have been generated by backcrossing to C57BL6/J (B6) 
mice (Gould and Dove 1996) to allow use as a marker strain in 
chimeras. 

Prior to using P-galactosidase as a cellular marker in the mam- 
mary tumors of Mm/+ mice, we tested B6.R26/+ Min/+ mice for 
mammary tumor susceptibility. We have found that B6.R26/-(- 
mice are very resistant to Min-induced mammary and intestinal 
tumor formation. Two independently derived lines of B6.R26/4- 
mice retain 20 cM of 129-derived DNA flanking the LacZ-neoR 
insertion site. To begin to localize the modifier conferring resis- 
tance in these B6.R26/-I- mice, we have generated four Unes that 
carry different recombinant congenic intervals from the ROSA26 
congenic region. We have found that resistance maps to a 4-cM 
interval that contains the LacZ-neoR insertion. Thus, the resistance 
to tumor formation is due either to the ROSA26 insertion or to a 
very tightly linked modifier locus. 

Materials and metliods 

Mice. All mice were bred at the University of Wisconsin Medical School 
Animal Care Facility. The Min pedigree is maintained by backcrossing 
Mm/+ males to B6 females. B6 Min/+ parents for these experiments were 
from generations N36-N46. Animals were genotyped for Min by PCR by 
using an allele-specific PCR assay (Dietrich et al. 1993). The two 
B6,129S7-G»-o5a2d lines CR26-1 and R26-2) were derived independently 
from the same 129,B6-Gtrosa26/+ founder. For the first 16 backcross 
generations, the R26/+ mice were identified by screening for mice express- 
ing P-gal in the blood or tissue (Gould and Dove 1997). After that time, 
R26/+ mice have been identified by a PCR assay for the presence of the 
R26 insertion (see below). Both lines are maintained by crossing B6 fe- 
males with B6 R26/+ males. The ROSA26 mice used for the crosses to the 
B6Min/-b mice were from the N12-N14 generations. 

Recombinant congenic lines Red, Rec2, and Rec3 are derived from 
the R26-1 colony. The Rec6 recombinant chromosome was identified 
within the Rec2 colony. Each congenic recombinant line is maintained by 
crossing mice heterozygous for the congenic interval with B6 mice. F, 
mice were produced by crossing heterozygous females from R26-1, Reel, 
Rec2, Rec3, or Rec6 to B6 Min/+ males. For the R26-2 experiments, mice 
were produced by crossing R26/+ females with B6.Miw/+ males or by 
crossing B6 females with R26/+ Min/+ males. 

PCR genotyping. The presence of the ROSA26 insertion was confirmed 
by testing for the presence of LacZ by using primers LacZ 3F (5'- 
CAGAGCGGGTAAACTGGCTCGGATTAG-3') and LacZ 2R (5'- 
GACACCAGACCAACTGGTAATGGTAGC-3'), PCR was run on an MJ 
Research PTC-100 Programmable thermal controller. The PCR conditions 
were; 1.25 mM MgClj, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 0.2 mM 
dNTPs, 0.8 |j,M of each primer, 1.25 units of Promega Taq polymerase in 
storage buffer A, and genomic DNA for a total reaction volume of 25 |xl. 
Initial denaturation at 92°C for 2 min, followed by 30 cycles of denatur- 
ation at 94°C for 15 s, annealing at 55°C for 45 s, and extension at 72°C 
for 45 s, followed by extension at 72°C for 5 min. PCR products were 
electrophoresed in 2% agarose and visualized with EtBr staining. The 
extent of the 129-derived congenic interval was determined with SSLP 
marlcers on Chr 6 (Dietrich et al. 1992). 

Correspondence to: A.R. Moser, E-mail; moser®mail,humonc.wisc.edu ENU treatment and tumor scoring. Mice were given a single ip in- 
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Table 1. The incidence and number of mammary and intestinal tumors for Min/+ 
mice from the R26-1 and R26-2 congenic lines segregating forR26. 

Number with Mammary Intestinal 
Mouse Number mammary Uimors tumors 
line Genotype of mice tumors (%) (mean + s.d.) (mean ± s.d.) 

R26-1 R26/+ 17 7(41)» 0.5 ±0.6" 32 + 14 
+/+ 22 16(73) 1.8+1.5 36+12 

B6 32 29 (91) 2.8 + 1.9 33 + 10 
R26-2 R26/+ 18 8(45)'= 0.8 + 1.0" 28*6"= 

+/+ 18 15 (83) 2.2 + 1.6 39+11 
B6 81 71 (88) 2.6 + 1.6 33 + 8 

" P = 4 X 10    compared with B6 Mml+ controls. 
'' P = 0.004 compared with +/+ sibs and P = 8 x 10"* compared with B6 Mml+ 
controls. 
° P = 0.007 compared with +/+ sibs and P = 4 x 10"' compared with B6 Mm/+ 
controls. 

1 '' P = 0.03 compared with +/+ sibs and P = 0.002 compared with B6 Minl+ 
controls. 
' P = 0.002 compared with +/+ sibs and P = 0.006 compared with B6 Mml+ 
controls. 

Nf All mice had intestinal tumors. The B6 mice are B6 Mml+ mice that were treated with 
ENU at the same time as the mice from each R26 line. All mice designated as R26/+ 
were heterozygous 129/B6 at markers spanning the D6Mit3-D6MitSS interval. Those 
designated +/+ carried only B6 alleles at D6Mit3-D6Mit55. Tumor multiplicities 
were compared using Wilcoxon rank sum test. Tumor incidences were compared 
using Fi.sher's exact test. All P values are two sided. 

jection of 50 mg/kg body weight ENU (Sigma Chemical, USA) between 35 
and 45 days of age (Moser et al. 1993). Mice wei« palpated weekly to 
detect mammary tumors. B6 Min/+ mice from the Min colony were in- 
cluded in all rounds of mutagenesis as a control for the effects of ENU. 
Mice were sacrificed when moribund or 60 days after ENU treatment. The 
exception was mice in the first study, which were sacrificed when mori- 
bund. Mammary tumors were counted and collected at the time of sacrifice. 
Tumors were fixed in formalin for sectioning and histological analysis. 
Intestines were also collected at the time of necropsy and processed for 
tumor counts (Moser et al. 1990). The tumors in 4-cm sections from the 
duodenum, jejunum, and ileum and the entire colon were counted. All 
animals were scored without knowledge of genotype. 

Statistical analysis. Analyses were performed with the MSTAT com- 
puter program, provided by Norman Drinkwater at the McArdle Labora- 
tory for Cancer Research. For tests of tumor multiplicity, the Wilcoxon 
rank sum test was used. Fisher's exact test was used to compare tumor 
incidence. 

Results 

ROSA26 Min/+ mice are resistant to ENU-induced mammary tu- 
mor formation. Two B6 congenic lines heterozygous for the 
ROSA26 insertion, R26-1 and R26-2, were maintained in the lab 
for mammary transplant experiments. To test for development of 
mammary tumors, we generated R26/-I- Minl+ female mice fi-om 
the R26-1 line and treated them with ENU (Table 1). The mice 
carrying the ROSA26 insertion (R26/-I- Minl+) developed signifi- 
cantly fewer mammary tumors than did their sibs not carrying the 
insertion (+/-i- Minl+) or than did the B6 Minl+ control animals. 
The number of mice with tumors was also less for the R26/+ Minl+ 
mice than for the B6 controls. The +/+ Minh mice developed 
mammary tumors at approximately the same incidence (P = 0.14) 
and multiplicity (P = 0.06) as did B6 Minl+ control mice. This 
decreased susceptibility to mammary tumors was seen even though 
the R26/-I- Minl+ mice survived for an average of 86 days after 
ENU as compared with 71 days for the -(-/+ Minl+ mice (P = 
0.0007) or 66 days for the B6 M/n/4- control mice (P < 9 x 10"*). 
Some of the mammary tumors were tested for expression of P-ga- 
lactosidase by staining with X-gal, and in all cases, the tumors 
were positive for enzyme activity (data not shown). Thus, tumor 
development does not require loss of expression of ^-geo. 

Because R26/-1- mice from the R26-1 line were surprisingly 
resistant to mammary tumors, we tested the mice from the R26-2 
line (Table 1). This Une was derived from the same 129, B6 
ROSA26/-I- founder, but had been independently backcrossed for 
at least 13 generations at the time of the experiments. We gener- 
ated R26/+ Minl+ females from the R26-2 line and treated them 
with ENU. In confirmation of our results with the R26-1 line, both 
the incidence and multiplicity of mammary tumors were signifi- 
cantly reduced in the R26/-I- Minl+ mice relative to their -I-/-I- Minl+ 
sibs or the B6 Minl+ mice (Table 1). Again, the -I-/+ Minl+ mice 
were not different from the B6 Minl+ control mice in either tumor 
incidence (P = 1) or multiplicity (F = 0.41). 

ENU-treated ROSA26 Min/-(- mice are resistant to intestinal tumor 
formation. ENU-treated R26/+ MinJ+ mice from the R26-2 line 
also developed significantly fewer intestinal tumors (Table 1) than 
did the -1-/-I- Minl+ sibs or the B6 Minl+ controls (Table 1). The 
number of intestinal tumors in the +1+ Mml+ mice from the R26-2 
line was not different from the B6 Minl+ controls (P = 0.06). In 
contrast, the R26/-^ Minl+ mice from the R26-1 line developed the 
same number of intestinal tumors as did the B6 Minl+ control 
mice. However, in the R26-1 experiments, the mice were killed 
when moribund rather than at a set time after ENU. The R26/-^ 
Minl+ mice from the R26-1 line survived for an average of 15 days 
longer after ENU treatment as compared with the +/-I- Minl+ sibs 
or 20 days longer compared with the B6 Minl+ control mice. In 
contrast, the R26/-I- Minh mice Irom the R26-2 line wei« sacrificed 
at approximately the same time ^ the -I-/-I- Miiil+ mice from that cross. 
The increased lifespan of the R26/+ mice from the R26-1 line may 
have allowed for the growth of more intestinal tumors. 

Pine mapping of the ROSA26-associated modifier. The tumor re- 
sistance of the R26/-(- Min/+ mice from both lines raised the pos- 
sibility that a modifier of tumor susceptibility had been created by 
the insertion event or that a modifier allele from 129 was linked to 
the insertion. To determine the extent of 129 DNA flanking the 
LacZ-neoR insertion, we genotyped R26/-I- mice from both lines at 
SSLP markers along Chr 6. We found that both lines retained a 
similar, approximately 20-cM, segment of 129 DNA spanning 
from D6Mit3 to D6Mitl50 (Fig. 1). To narrow the modifier inter- 
val, we identified mice from the R26-1 line recombinant within the 
ROSA26 congenic region. We produced four lines, each carrying 
a different recombinant segment of the ROS A26 congenic interval 
(Fig. 1). Only the Rec2 mice carry the LacZ-neoR insertion and 
express P-galactosidase. Female mice from each of these lines 
heterozygous for the 129-derived interval were crossed with B6 
Minl+ males, and the female Min/+ progeny were treated with 
ENU to assess mammary and intestinal tumor susceptibility (Table 
2). All of the mice were sacrificed at approximately the same time 
after ENU treatment, and the number of mammary and intestinal 
tumors was counted. Only the Rec2/-1- Min/-t- mice developed sig- 
nificantly fewer mammary and intestinal tumors than did their 
B6/B6 Minf+ sibHngs. Although only one of nine Rec2/-I- Min/+ 
mice developed mammary tumors, the incidence and multiplicity 
are not significantly different in R26/-I- Minl+ mice from their 
parental R26-1 line (P = 0.19 and P = 0.12 respectively). The 
Reel, Rec3, and Rec6 congenic intervals had no effect on either 
mammary or intestinal tumor number. Because mice carrying the 
Reel congenic interval were as susceptible to mammary and in- 
testinal tumors as the B6 Min/+ control animals, the modifier must 
map distal to D6Mitl05. Similarly, because mice carrying the 
Rec6 congenic interval were as susceptible to mammary and in- 
testinal tumors as B6 Mi>i/+ controls, the modifier must map proxi- 
mal to D6Mit55. This limits the modifier to the region between 
D6Mitl05 and D6MitS5, which spans about 4 cM and includes the 
LacZ-neoR insertion. 
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Marker   Position ROSA26  Red      Rec2     Rec3     Rec6 

D6Mit33     26oM     Clzi      [zjn      ctj      clzi      lib 
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D6Mit3      34 cM 

D6Mit36 46 cM , 
D6Mit105 46 cM 

LacZ 49 cM i 
D6Mit11 49 cM ' 
D6MitS5 50 cM 

D6Mit150 51 CM 

D6Mit368     55 cM 

O 
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Fig. 1. A representation of a portion of Chir 6 is siiown for the ROSA26 
mice and ttie mice from each of the Recombinant lines. The position from 
the centromere for each marker was obtained from Mouse Genome Data- 
base (MOD), Mouse Genome Informatics, The Jackson Laboratory, Bar 
Harbor, Maine. World Wide Web (URL: http://www.informatics.jax.org/) 
(3/01/2000). The order of the markers is the same as that obtained from 
MOD except for D6Mit36 and D6Mitl05. As the Rec3 mice carry the 129 
allele of D6Mit3 and D6Mit36 and the B6 allele of D6Mitl05, the mo.st 
likely order is as shown. A filled box indicates a 129 allele at the locus; an 
open box indicates a B6 allele. for LacZ, a filled box indicates the presence 
of the insertion; an open box the absence of the insertion. 

Table 2. The incidence and the multiplicity of mammary and intestinal tumors for 
ENU-treated Min/+ female mice segregating for the recombinant Chr 6. 

Number with Mammary Intestinal 
Number mammary tumors tumors 

Line Genotype of mice tumors (%) (mean ± s.d.) (mean ± s.d.) 

Reel 129/B6 11 10(91) 3.2 ±1.9 32 ±7 
B6/B6 12 12(100) 3.7 ±1.7 29 ±7 

Rec2 129/B6 9 1(11)" 0.1 ±0.3" 23 ±13' 
B6/B6 12 11(92) 2.8 ±1.9 32 ±6 

Rec3 129/B6 16 15 (94) 2.1 ± 1.4 34 ±10 
B6/B6 13 13(100) 2.8 ±1.4 32 ±7 

Rec6 129/B6 15 15(100) 3.3 ±1.6 30 ±6 
B6/B6 21 18(86) 3.0 ±2.1 30 ±7 

B6 B6/B6 99 89 (90) 3.1 ±1.9 32 ±9 

■ /> = 4 X 10"^ compared with B6/B6 sibs. 
*< P = 0.0003 compared with B6/B6 sibs. 
' P = 0.03 compared with B6/B6 sibs. 
All mice had intestinal tumors. The mice that inherited the congenic chromosome are 
designated as 129/B6, while those that inherited the B6 chromosome are designated 
B6/B6, The B6 mice are B6 Min/+ female mice treated with ENU at the same time 
as the congenic mice. Tumor multiplicities were compared using Wilcoxon rank sum 
test. Tumor incidences were compared using Fisher's exact test. All P values are two 
sided. 

Mammary tumor histology. While the ROSA26 modifier had a 
significant effect on mammary tumor susceptibility, the tumors 
that did develop were indistinguishable from those of the B6 Min/+ 
mice. Mammary tumors from mice R26/+ and +/+ from all lines 
were classified as squamous cell carcinomas (Fig. 2). 

Discussion 

These results indicate that R26/+ mice from two B6.R26 congenic 
lines and the B6.Rec2 recombinant line carry a dominantly acting 

Fig. 2. Representative H&E stained histological sections of mammary 
tumors from B6 Min/+ (a) and from a Rec2/+ Min/+ mouse (b) are shown. 
Both tumors are squamous cell carcinomas. 

modifier allele that confers resistance to mammary and intestinal 
tumors in Min/+ mice. This is the first report of a modifier that 
affects both mammary and intestinal tumor development in Min/+ 
mice. As the modifier effect on both mammary and intestinal 
tumor development has been noted only in ENU-treated mice, we 
cannot rule out that the modifier affects the response of these 
tissues to ENU treatment. Since only about 5% of Min/+ females 
develop mammary tumors spontaneously (Moser et al. 1995), it 
would be difficult to assay for an effect of the ROSA26-associated 
modifier on spontaneous mammary tumor development. No dif- 
ference in intestinal tumor number is apparent in R26/-I- Min/+ 
mice that are not treated with ENU (Gould and Dove 1997, data 
not shown). However, a small difference in intestinal tumor num- 
ber in untreated mice might not have been seen in these studies. 

The effect of the ROSA26-associated modifier on mammary 
tumor susceptibility was quite strong, resulting in more than a 
twofold reduction in mammary tumor number and in the number 
of mice developing tumors. Even the R26/-I- mice from the R26-1 
line, which survived for at least 2 weeks longer than their +/+ sibs, 
developed significantly fewer tumors, and only 40% of the R26/-I- 
Min/+ mice developed mammary tumors. 

In contrast, the effect on intestinal tumor number was smaller 
and was seen only when the time after ENU treatment was similar 
for the ROSA26/+ and control mice. Our results suggest that the 
modifier may affect the growth rate of intestinal tumors. An effect 
on growth rate could explain why the effect on intestinal tumor 
number is more easily detected in ENU-treated R26/-I- Min/+ mice. 
ENU treatment of B6 Min/+ mice results in an increased number 
of intestinal tumors (Shoemaker et al. 1997), but if the growth rate 
were slower in R26/-^ mice, the new tumors induced by ENU 
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might not be apparent in the 60 days post treatment that the mice 
were followed. This might also explain why the intestinal tumor 
numbers in the R26/+ mice from the R26-1 line were not different 
from the +/+ controls. In the R26-1 experiment, the increased 
survival time of the R26/+ mice would have allowed more time for 
tumors to appear. The Rec2 mice, which were derived from the 
R26-1 line, show the effect on intestinal tumor number, suggesting 
that the R26-1 line does carry a modifier that would affect intes- 
tinal tumor number. An effect on both multiplicity and growtti rate 
of intestinal tumors has been demonstrated for Moml, a modifier 
of intestinal tumor susceptibility in Mm/+ mice (Gould and Dove 
1996). However, unlike the ROSA26 modifier, Moml does not 
affect mammary tumor susceptibility in Mmf+ mice (data not 
shown). 

The modifier we have identified may be due to the insertion or 
to a tightly Unked 129-derived modifier allele. At present, we 
cannot differentiate between those two hypotheses. The informa- 
tion available on the ROSA26 insertion site provides no obvious 
explanation for the effect on tumor development. The LacZ-neoR 
reporter gene is inserted into a region that produces three tran- 
scripts (Zambrowicz et al. 1997). Two of the transcripts share a 
promoter, have identical 5' ends, and do not contain any signifi- 
cant ORFs. The insertion disrupts both of these transcripts, and 
LacZ-neoR expression is driven by the endogenous shared pro- 
moter. Transcripts 1 and 2 are not expressed in homozygous 
ROSA26 mice. The expression of these transcripts has not been 
studied in ROSA26 heterozygous mice. The third transcript, tran- 
script AS, originates from the reverse strand and potentially en- 
codes a novel 505 amino acid protein of unknown fimction. Tran- 
script AS is expressed in ROSA26 homozygous mice in multiple 
tissues at apparently normal levels. However, its expression in the 
mammary gland or intestine has not been determined. The func- 
tions of transcripts 1 and 2 are unknown, but as transcript 2 over- 
laps transcript AS, it may function as an antisense regulator of 
transcript AS. In addition, the ROSA26 insertion results in the 
ubiquitous expression of a fusion protein with P-galactosidase and 
neomycin phosphotransferase functions. It is not possible to rule 
out the expression of this fusion protein as the cause of the tumor 
resistance in R26/+ mice, although tumor development does not 
require the loss of expression of the p-geo. 

The tumor resistance may also be due to an effect of the in- 
sertion on the expression of neighboring genes. Examples of in- 
sertions affecting the regulation of neighboring genes have been 
reported in other mice carrying transgenes or targeted mutations 
(Barrow and Capecchi 1996; Olson et al. 1996). This leaves open 
the possibility that an unidentified gene important in breast cancer 
development maps to the region and is affected by the insertion, 
either directly or indirectly. This region of mouse Chr 6 is ho- 
mologous to human Chr 3p25, which is commonly a target of LOH 
in human breast cancers (Matsumoto et al. 1997). The VHL (Von 
Hippel-Lindau) locus maps to human 3p25 and in the mouse be- 
tween D6Mitll and D6Mii55, placing it within the minimal modi- 
fier region (Street et al. 1998). However, it does not frequently 
have point mutations in breast cancers (Gnarra et al. 1994) and is 
not within the most commonly deleted region in breast cancers 
(Matsumoto et al. 1997). 

These experiments also characterize the extent of the congenic 
interval (approximately 20 cM) that was retained in two indepen- 
dently derived lines of ROSA26 congenic mice. Our R26-1 line is 
derived from the same line as the B6.\29S1-Gtrosa26 mice avail- 
able from The Jackson Laboratory. We tested DNA from the 
B6.129S7-Grroso26 mice available from The Jackson Laboratory 
and found that they also carry the same minimum interval 
(D6Mit36-D6Mitl50) of 129-derived DNA (data not shown). 
Therefore, those B6.129S7-Grrojfl26 mice carry at least the modi- 
fier identified here, in addition to 129-derived alleles at a large 
number of loci. 

The significant effect of the ROSA26-associated modifier on 

mammary and intestinal tumor development reported here was 
noted mainly because tumor number can be quantitated. While the 
mechanism of tumor resistance is currently unknown, the 
ROSA26-associated modifier clearly has an effect on tumor de- 
velopment in at least two tissues in Mm/+ mice. We do not know 
if this modifier effect is restricted to Mw-induced tumors or to 
these two tissues. The wide use of these valuable mice in chimeric 
and transplant studies makes further characterization of the 
ROSA26-associated modifier pertinent. 
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